We present SimpleBounce, a C++ package for finding the bounce solution for the false vacuum decay. This package is based on a flow equation which is proposed by the author [1] and solves Coleman-Glaser-Martin's reduced problem [2] : the minimization problem of the kinetic energy while fixing the potential energy. The bounce configuration is obtained by a scale transformation of the solution of this problem. For models with 1-8 scalar field(s), the bounce action can be calculated with O(0.1) % accuracy in O(0.1) s. This package is available at https://github.com/rsato64/SimpleBounce.
Introduction
The decay of the false vacua is an important phenomena in particle physics and cosmology. The lifetime of the false vacua can be calculated by the Euclidean path integral [3] . In this formalism, the bounce solution which is a saddle point of the action gives the dominant contribution to the decay width. There exists several numerical packages to calculate the bounce solution; CosmoTransitions [4, 5] 1 , AnyBubble [6] 2 , and BubbleProfiler [7, 8] 3 . For other numerical algorithms, see Refs. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
In this paper, we introduce a new numerical package to calculate the bounce solution. Our package utilizes a gradient flow equation. This framework is recently proposed by Chigusa, Moroi, and Shoji [19] . Our package solves a flow equation which is proposed by the author [1] . As we will see in the next section, our flow equation minimizes the kinetic energy of configuration while fixing the potential energy. Thanks to Coleman-Glaser-Matrin's discussion [2] , the bounce solution is obtained by a scale transformation of the fixed point of the flow equation.
We take the Euclidean action with n φ scalar fields which have the canonical kinetic term and a generic potential term:
Here d is the dimension of the space, and we assume d is larger than 2. The scalar potential V satisfies ∂V /∂φ i | φ=φ F V = 0, all of the eigenvalues of the Hessian of V at φ i = φ F V,i are nonnegative, and V (φ) − V (φ F V ) is somewhere negative. The bounce solution is a configuration which satisfies the following equation of motion and the boundary condition at infinity:
The bounce solution has O(d) symmetry [2, [20] [21] [22] in the space. Thus, the equation of motion can be simplified as
Here we solve the minimization problem of the kinetic energy T [φ] while fixing the negative potential energy V[φ] < 0 rather than solving the above equation of motion directly. This is the reduced problem of the bounce solution which is proposed in Ref. [2] . The solution of this problem is a scale-transformed of the bounce solution. In Ref. [1] , a gradient flow equation is proposed to solve this problem. We introduce functions ϕ i (r, τ ) and the flow of ϕ is described as
Note that λ[ϕ] depends on τ but not on r. Here τ is "time" for the flow of ϕ and
We can easily check
For details, see Ref. [1] . In the limit of large τ , ϕ reaches a fixed point and satisfies
This fixed point is not a saddle point because we fixed V, and this property guarantees the stability of numerical calculation. The bounce solution φ B can be obtained by the following scale transformation of the fixed point ϕ.
Algorithm
We solve the flow equation Eq. (4) numerically. We discretize r-space and take n points at r i = (i − 1)δr for i = 1, · · · , n. The radius of the sphere is R ≡ (n − 1)δr, however, the value of R itself is not important because we utilize the scale transformation property of the bounce solution. We take the following discretized Laplacian which is similar to Ref. [23] :
The integrals in Eq. (5) are approximated by the trapezoidal rule. We take a boundary condition such that ϕ i,n = φ F V,i . Each step of the evolution of ϕ is evaluated as
We repeat this evolution until ϕ converges. For the stability of the numerical calculation, δτ should be O(δr 2 ) otherwise the fluctuation with large wave number exponentially grows. We take the following configuration as the initial condition.
Here φ T V is chosen such that V (φ T V ) < V (φ F V ). The initial r 0 is set to some value which is smaller than R (0.5R as default), and σ is set to be sufficiently small to obtain negative V. In order to satisfy the boundary condition at infinity, the first derivative of the field should be small enough. If ∂φ i /∂r| r=R = (φ i,n − φ i,n−1 )/δr is not small after solving the flow equation, the size of the bounce is not small enough compared to the size of the space R. In this case, we solve the flow equation again with smaller r 0 . See also Fig. 1 .
User instructions
This package is available at https://github.com/rsato64/SimpleBounce. The main files are simplebounce.cc and simplebounce.h. The sample executable files are compiled by make The default compiler is g++. If you need to change this, please edit Makefile.inc. In this package, the following examples are available.
• sample1.x This calculates the Euclidean action for the bounce in a single scalar field model. See also section 5.1.
• benchmark/compare with cosmotransitions/ run simplebounce.sh in this folder gives Tab. • benchmark/change n tau/ run.sh in this folder gives Fig. 2 . See also section 5.3.
Sample codes and discussions
Here we describe several sample codes and discuss their results.
Sample code for single scalar field model
Here we show an example of code. The following information is required to calculate the bounce solution:
• The number of scalar field n φ
• The scalar potential V (φ)
• The first derivative(s) of the scalar potential ∂V /∂φ i
• The position of the false vacuum φ F V
Here we take the potential as
The false vacuum is at φ = 0. The scalar field φ will tunnel into positive φ region. The source file sample1.cc is given as # include < iostream > # include " simplebounce . h " using namespace std ; using namespace simplebounce ;
class MyModel : public GenericModel { public : MyModel (){ setNphi ( Then, the executable file can be generated by, for example, g++ sample1.cc simplebounce.cc -O3.
The Euclidean action for benchmark models
Tab. 1 show the Euclidean action and the runtime for several benchmark models, which are taken from Refs. [8, 19] . We also show the results and runtimes by CosmoTransitions in the table. We can see the results of our package agree with CosmoTransitions, and our package is faster for the benchmark models.
Changing n and τ 1
In Fig. 2 , we show the value of S E for different number of the lattice n and the flow time τ 1 . We can see that the value of S E converges for large n and large τ 1 , and we can get the result of O(0.1) % accuracy in O(0.1) s run with n = 100. Fig. 2 also shows that the runtime is proportional to n 3 . This is because the step δτ is bounded as ∼ δr 2 . Thus, in general, thin wall bounce takes much more time than thick wall bounce to obtain accurate result. The runtime of the value of S E for different the number of the lattice n and the flow time τ 1 . We take the model #8 in Tab. 1 of [8] . The environment of PC is same as Fig. 1 .
